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Corona-Check
Question:
How does the Corona-Check work?
Answer:
All participants and accompanying people have to go through the Corona-Check before the Check-In.
At the Corona-Check the Covid-Certificate (vaccinated, tested or recovered from Covid) will be
checked. Those who present a valid Covid-Certificate receive a control bracelet. Those who cannot
present a valid Covid-Certificate can take a rapid antigen test in our test centre. Those who present a
negative test result at the Corona-Check have to undergo a second rapid antigen test on Wednesday
July 21st 2021 in our test centre in Arosa.
Question:
I have symptoms, do I have to get tested in Arosa?
Answer:
No, people with symptoms must not travel to Arosa under any circumstances.
Question:
How does the verification of the Covid-Certificate work?
Answer:
The Covid-Certificate will be verified with the Covid-Certificate Check App.
Question:
Will foreign Covid-Certifications be accepted?
Answer:
The Covid-Certificate of the EU will be accepted.
Question:
Do children also have to present a valid Covid-Certificate?
Answer:
Children up to and including the age of 16 (D/H16) do not need a valid Covid-Certificate. But children
also need to go to the Corona-Check to get a valid control bracelet.
Question:
Is the control bracelet valid during all stages of the Swiss O Week?
Answer:
For Participants who have according to the Covid-Certificate been fully vaccinated or recovered from
Covid the control bracelet is valid during all stages of the Swiss O Week. Participants who present a
Covid-test at the Corona-Check have to undergo a second rapid antigen test on Wednesday July 21st
2021 in our test centre in Arosa. Afterwards the participants will receive a new control bracelet.
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Question:
Can I also go to the Corona-Check after the Check-In?
Answer:
No. There will be an access control, i.e. only participants with a valid control bracelet will have access
to the Check-In.

Corona-Test
Question:
Who has to show a Corona-Test at the Corona-Check?
Answer:
All participants and accompanying people who have according to the Covid-Certificate not yet been
fully vaccinated or recovered from Covid have to show a Corona-Test at the Corona-Check.
Question:
Do I need a PCR-Test or is a rapid antigen test carried out by trained personnel sufficient?
Answer:
A rapid antigen test is sufficient, but it cannot be older than 48 hours.
Question:
I travel to Arosa after stage 1 but before stage 3. I am not vaccinated or have recovered from Covid.
Do I also have to get tested a second time on the restday.
Answer:
Yes.
Question:
I cannot take a test before arriving in Arosa. Where can I get tested in Arosa?
Answer:
The Corona-Test can be taken in several pharmacies in Chur.
There will also be a test centre in Arosa where rapid antigen test can be taken. The costs of the rapid
antigen test are subject to current negotiations with the Canton Graubünden.
Question:
Where can I get tested during the Swiss O Week in Arosa?
Answer:
There will be the possibility to test during the rest day of the Swiss O Week. The costs of the rapid
antigen test are subject to current negotiations with the Canton Graubünden.

Corona-Vaccination
Question:
If I am not yet fully vaccinated by the time the Swiss O Week starts, can I still participate?
Answer:
Yes, but since the vaccination is not valid yet, a Covid-Test has to be taken.

Access Controll
Question:
Is there an access control to the stages?
Answer:
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There will be no access control to the competition centre. On the way to the start, however, the control
bracelet must be presented. No start without valid control bracelet.

Mask-wearing requriement
Question:
Does a mask-wearing requirement still apply after the latest decisions of the Federal Council?
Antwort:
Our precautionary measures include a mask-wearing requirement if a distance of 1.5 meters cannot
be maintained. For example, at the start or while using public transport.
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